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In Valiant’s protocol for learning, the classes of functions which are known 
learnable in polynomial time are all trivial in the sense that they require no solu- 
tion of a credit assignment problem (CAP)-either they can be learned using one 
type of example only (positive or negative), or they are learned by straightforward 
application of linear programming, or they are constructed so as to be learned by a 
greedy algorithm. Conversely, there is no natural class of finite Vapnik-Cher- 
vonenkis dimension known not to be learnable in polynomial time. We study 
therefore the learnability of a simple, nontrivial class of concepts: unions of half 
spaces. We give a new, fast algorithm for learning unions of half spaces in fixed 
dimension. We suggest a generalization of this approach which naively would 
avoid a credit assignment problem and learn in time polynomial in dimension. We 
then prove, however, that no such approach to evading the CAP can work. The 
proof of this theorem rules out as well a natural approach to solving the CAP. We 
believe that these results clarify why the learning problem is inherently difficult 
and hope to extend them to a proof that the class of unions of half spaces is 
fundamentally unlearnable. We also present, in an appendix, new lower bounds 
on the number of examples necessary for learning from one type of example. 
0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rigorous theoretical progress in understanding how much information 
is necessary for learning has followed the proposal of a framework for 
studying learning from examples (Valiant, 1984). In this protocol, one is 
given examples drawn from some probability distribution over some do- 
main space, say W, and classified according to some function: f: x E 
w ---* {+I, - 1) as positive or negative. The learning problem is, given 
access to classified examples, and the knowledge that f E F for some 
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class F of functions, to produce some hypothesis function g which 
agrees withfon the classification of almost all examples drawn from the 
probability distribution. This is a reasonable model of both the 
kind of real world problems solved by the back propagation heuristic 
(LeCun, 1986; Rumelhart et al., 1986; Parker, 1985; Werbos, 1974), 
and the kind of learning from examples people perform, e.g., learning 
to speak. 
Within this context, elegant results are possible as to when and how 
learning may be accomplished in a manner independent of the choice of 
probability distribution. Indeed, we now largely understand the infor- 
mation theory of learning, i.e., how much information is necessary to 
learn from examples, in terms of an index called the Vapnik-Cher- 
vonenkis dimension of the class F of functions (Blumer et al., 1987). 
The key open problem thus concerns the complexity theory of learning: 
given sufficient information, when is it possible to learn in time that scales 
polynomially in the dimension of the problem? Here we are on less firm 
ground. On the one hand, the classes of functions that have been proved 
learnable all seem trivial. Some (like the class of k-CNFs (Valiant, 1984)) 
can be learned using only one type of example (either positive or negative, 
but not both). Others (like the class of half-spaces) can be learned (Blumer 
et al., 1987) by a straightforward application of polynomial time algo- 
rithms for linear programming, e.g., Karmarkar’s algorithm (Karmarkar, 
1984). The classes of k-Decision Lists (Rivest, 1987) and Rank r Decision 
Trees (Ehrenfeucht and Haussler, 1988) seem less trivial, but the defini- 
tion of both these classes was motivated by the existence of straightfor- 
ward greedy algorithms for learning them. 
In this regard, learning theory has not progressed much in 30 years. In 
the late 1950s the Perceptron algorithm was shown to converge (in finite 
but not polynomial time) to train a neural net with no hidden units (Ros- 
enblatt, 1962). Interest in this waned when it was deemed difficult to 
extend this to more complicated systems involving hidden units which 
were able to implement functions that are more interesting than simple 
half spaces (Minsky and Papert, 1969). The problem which arose in at- 
tempting to find learning algorithms for such more complicated nets was 
dubbed the “Credit Assignment Problem” (CAP). If the net incorrectly 
classifies an example, which of the hidden units do we adjust to improve 
its performance? Recently, the back propagation heuristic has had some 
experimental success in solving this problem. Similar credit assignment 
problems have been recognized in a wide variety of learning contexts. 
Although I know of no formal generalization of the CAP to a general 
learning context, we can informally recognize versions of the CAP associ- 
ated with any learning problem. I am not aware of any learning problem 
that has been proved soluble in polynomial time for which the associated 
CAP is nontrivial. 
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On the other hand, all the theorems I am aware of that state that certain 
classes of concepts are not learnable could be evaded by a real world 
learner who had a pragmatic definition of “learnable.” For example, a 
number of authors have argued that various learning problems are not 
soluble in polynomial time, based on the NP-completeness of associated 
loading problems (see, e.g., Pitt and Valiant, 1986; Blum and Rivest, 
1988). These results, however, are based on an unwarranted assumption 
that the learner must choose his hypothesis from the same class of func- 
tion F that he is trying to learn. For example, it can be proved (under the 
assumption P # NP) that a learner cannot expect to look at examples 
classified by a union of two half spaces and produce a good hypothesis 
which is itself a union of two half spaces (Megiddo, 1986; Blum and 
Rivest, 1988). On the other hand, if the learner does not so restrict him- 
self, it is an open question whether he can produce a good representation 
which is a union of four half spaces. For all his practical purposes, such a 
representation might be just as good as a smaller representation. In fact, 
the information theory results mentioned above (Blumer et al., 1987) give 
promising guarantees that such a representation can be as effective as a 
smaller representation. Algorithms which use this approach to learning 
are known (Blumer et al., 1987). In Section 3 we present a new algorithm 
which provably learns in this way the class of unions of half spaces in 
fixed dimension. This algorithm is substantially faster than any previous 
algorithm we are aware of for this problem. 
Under cryptographic assumptions, classes of functions (such as poly- 
random functions (Goldreich et al., 1986)) have been constructed that are 
not learnable in polynomial time. I would argue (see Section 2) that such 
results do not shed much light on practical learning, which is concerned 
with learning problems presented by the natural world, not constructed by 
cryptographers. 
In summary, we know that certain simple classes of functions are leam- 
able in polynomial time, and (modulo cryptographic assumptions) certain 
very complicated classes can be constructed which are not. We have no 
evidence concerning the polynomial time learnability of any nontrivial 
natural classes of functions. 
In this paper, we study the polynomial time learnability of a class of 
functions which we feel is the simplest, nontrivial class: unions of half 
spaces. The associated “loading problem” is NP-complete (Megiddo, 
1986; Blum and Rives& 1988), so that in a sense this problem may have all 
the complexity inherent in more complicated classes. On the other hand, 
we have available polynomial time algorithms for linear programming 
which allow us to learn the class of single half spaces. Thus this seems to 
be an ideal problem to address, simple enough that we may be able to 
make headway, but containing perhaps all the essential difficulty of more 
complicated learning problems. 
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This class of concepts also has a very simple description in terms of 
neural nets. Given the wide interest in the Perceptron algorithm, for learn- 
ing a single half space, it is natural to study whether one can learn a union 
of half spaces. This question has been studied at least since the advent of 
the Perceptron algorithm. (See, e.g., Ridgeway, 1962.) 
We will argue that the key difficulty in learning is not the loading prob- 
lem, but rather the “credit assignment problem.” In particular we prove 
in Section 5 that a certain learning problem for a union of half spaces 
cannot be solved unless a credit assignment problem is solved. (As we 
remarked above, one may solve the learning problem without solving the 
loading problem.) In particular we will rule out a natural class of algo- 
rithms which seek to build a representation by appending new half spaces. 
Our argument also rules out a natural approach to solving the CAP. 
In learning a union of half spaces, say half space A and half space B, it 
is apparent that an example which is positive by virtue of being in half 
space A does not offer any information regarding the position of half 
space B. The learning algorithm sees only a set of positive examples, 
which are not classified as to which half space they lie in. We are then 
faced with a CAP, which informally is the problem of gathering a suffi- 
ciently large set of positive examples which lie in some half space C which 
(1) contains reasonable positive measure and (2) contains very little nega- 
tive measure.’ As is discussed in Section 4, if we could solve this prob- 
lem, we could learn the union of half spaces by an iterative algorithm. 
However, there is no evident solution. In fact the proof of Lemma 5 
implies that, for the uniform distribution on the n-cube, almost every set 
of n I-K positive examples will be separable from almost every polynomial 
size collection of negative examples. This rules out, for example, the 
approach of recursively building up such a set by adding new members 
based on linear separability of the set from the negative examples. 
There is a natural approach to learning a union of half spaces which 
essentially avoids this CAP. If we could use positive examples one at a 
time (or even k at a time, for k some constant) together with the negative 
examples to (with some resonable probability) produce a half space which 
satisfies conditions (1) and (2) from the previous paragraph, then we could 
bypass the CAP. In this way, one might attempt to reduce the problem of 
learning a union of half spaces to a restricted problem of producing a 
reasonable approximation for a single half space using limited informa- 
tion. We remark that intuitively this problem should be soluble. However, 
we prove in Theorem 4 that it is insoluble. 
There are two limitations to our result. We consider representations of 
unbounded size, but made up of unions of half spaces. Furthermore, we 
I Collecting a set of examples which all lie in half space A would satisfy this. More 
generally it would suffice for learning to collect a set of examples from both A and B, which 
however lie in some suitable half space C. 
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consider only binary valued weight vectors (with real thresholds.) We 
believe that these are purely technical restrictions and hope to remove 
them in later work. 
Previous results have placed lower bounds on the total number of ex- 
amples necessary for learning from examples (Ehrenfeucht ef al., 1987). 
Our theorem can be regarded as a new type of lower bound on informa- 
tion necessary for learning. It restricts the nature of the examples neces- 
sary for learning. In Appendix A, we present some related, general results 
restricting learning by one type of example only (either positive or nega- 
tive) . 
Section 2 reviews Valiant’s protocol for learning and expands upon the 
comments made in this section. Section 3 gives a new algorithm for learn- 
ing a union of half spaces in fixed dimension. Section 4 puts the CAP in 
this context and describes an intuitive approach to avoiding the CAP and 
extending the algorithm of Section 3 to a general, polynomial time learn- 
ing algorithm. Section 5 proves that this approach fails, and that a certain 
learning problem cannot be solved unless the CAP is solved. Section 6 is a 
discussion of our results. Appendix A gives lower bounds on the number 
of examples needed for learning using one type of examples only. Appen- 
dix B presents the proof of two lemmas used in our main theorem. 
2. MODELS OF LEARNABILITY 
We consider a model of learning from examples suggested by Valiant 
(1984). We are trying to learn some function f E F, where F is a class of 
Boolean functions on some space X, i.e., f: X + {+ 1, - 1). X will gener- 
ally be either 8” or {+ 1, - l}“. Let X+ = {x E X, f(x) = 1) be the set of 
positive examples, and X- = {x E X, f(x) = -l} be the set of negative 
examples. Let D+ and D- be (unknown) probability distributions on X+ 
and X-, respectively. We will sometimes use the terms positive measure 
and negative measure to refer to D+ and D-, respectively. We have 
access to an oracle EXAMPLES, which supplies on demand (in time 1 per 
call) a positive or negative example drawn from D+ or D-. Let s(f) 
quantify the size of the function 5 
We say that an algorithm A learns f for distributions D, if given any 
0 < E, 6 < 1, A calls EXAMPLES and outputs with probability at least 
1 - 6 a (hypothesis) function g such that sgcx)=-r D+(x) < E and ~s(xj=+l 
D-(x) < E. 
We will say the class F is learnable if, for every 0 < E < I,0 < 6 < 1, for 
every fE F, for every distribution D+ and D- , there exists an algorithm A 
which learns fin time bounded by some polynomial p(n, s, E-I, S-l). 
This is a good model of the kind of supervised learning accomplished by 
people and the back propagation algorithm. For more background see 
Valiant (1984). The distribution-independent nature of the definition of 
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learnability is suggested by the following results on uniform convergence 
of sample distributions to actual distributions. 
Let S be a set of m points in X. We say that the class F shatters S if 
F1.s = {+I, -l}S, i.e., F induces all Boolean functions on S. The 
Vapnik-Cheruonenkis (VC) dimension of F, denoted VCdim(F), is the 
cardinality of the largest S C X such that F shatters S. If F is the class 
of half spaces and X = 80, for example, it is easy to see that VCdim(F) 
= IZ + 1. The class of convex sets, on the other hand, has infinite VC 
dimension, since arbitrarily large finite subsets of the circle can be 
shattered. 
THEOREM 1. (Blumer et al., 1987). Let G be any well-behaved2 class 
of Boolean functions of VC dimension d. Let P be any probability distri- 
bution on X. Then for any 0 < E, 6 < 1, given 
m 2 &(E, 6, d) = max ( 1 (1) 
independent random examples drawn according to P, the probability is 
less than 6 that there is any function g E G which classijes these exam- 
ples as positive but has probability at least E of classifying subsequent 
examples drawn from P as negative. 
For example, let H be the set of half spaces on 8”. If we draw Mo(E, S, 
n + 1) examples from any distribution D-, then we have confidence 1 - 6 
that any half space we find which does not contain any of these examples, 
i.e., classifies them all as negative, will correctly classify at least a frac- 
tion 1 - E of future examples drawn from D- as negative examples. In 
fact, we have the following corollary: 
THEOREM 2. (Blumer et al., 1987). Let C be a class of concepts and G 
a well-behaved class of representations of VC dimension d. Zffor every E, 
6, A calls m 2 M,,(E, 6, d) positive examples and m negative examples 
and outputs a consistent representation g E G (i.e., a representation that 
correctly classtjies the examples), then A learns the class C. 
These elegant results allow one to consider learnability in the distribu- 
tion-independent context. We note in passing that distribution-indepen- 
dent learning may be too much to hope for in real world applications. In 
fact, no class of functions with infinite VC dimension is learnable in the 
distribution-independent context. On the other hand, classes with infinite 
VC dimension may be learnable if the distributions are suitably restricted, 
e.g., the class of convex sets is learnable (in fixed dimension) for uniform 
2 We assume some measurability conditions. See Pollard (1984) and Blumer et a/. (1987) 
for details. 
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distributions (Baum, 1989; Haussler, 1989). From the standpoint of under- 
standing real world learning, it is unreasonable to demand enormous 
knowledge about the functions to be learned (e.g., they come from a 
specific class of finite (VC dimension), but to assume no knowledge what- 
ever about the distribution. For this reason, we are interested in results 
specific to particular, reasonably natural, distributions. 
When attempting to construct a learning algorithm for a class of con- 
cepts C, one naturally looks for learning algorithms that output a repre- 
sentation in the class C itself. We will call such algorithms proper learning 
algorithms (Blumer et al., 1987). In fact, Valiant originally defined learn- 
ability to be what we would call proper learnability. 
Theorem 2 implies that any class C of finite VC dimension is properly 
learnable if, given a set of examples classified according to some c E C, 
we find a c’ E C consistent with the examples in polynomial time. So for 
instance, the class H of half spaces is properly learnable. H is parame- 
trized by a vector w E !Iti” and a threshold 8 E 8. The half space (w, 6): 
x E !IIn --, + 1 if w * x L 8, and x + - 1 otherwise. Given any set of exam- 
ples such that the positive examples are linearly separable from the nega- 
tive examples, i.e., any set of examples consistent with some function in 
H, it is a linear programming problem to find a half space consistent with 
them, and this problem can be solved in polynomial time, e.g., by the 
algorithm of Karmarkar (1984). So to learn a half space, we need only call 
MO positive examples, and MO negative examples, and use Karmarkar’s 
algorithm to output a consistent half space (Blumer et al., 1987). 
The restriction to proper learning is too strong in general because it 
frequently happens that a class F which is not properly learnable is learn- 
able by natural algorithms employing a wider representation. We take the 
point of view that a pragmatic learner should be willing to employ any 
representation class necessary for learning, and that proof that a certain 
class is not properly learnable is only an indication that the learner was 
unwise in choosing his representation class. Almost all known results of 
unlearnability are results saying a particular class is not properly leam- 
able, and indeed it frequently happens that a class which is not properly 
learnable is a subset of a class which is known to be properly learnable! 
The following is a simple example. 
We define the loading problem for a class G as follows: given a set of 
classified examples, does there exist a consistent function in g (Judd, 
1988)? Now results of Pitt and Valiant (1986) imply that if the loading 
problem for a class F is NP-complete, then F is not properly learnable 
(unless RP = NP). 
Boolean threshold functions are defined as the class of half spaces 
where w E (0, l}“. Thus the class B of Boolean threshold functions is a 
proper subset of the class of half spaces. Nonetheless, it can be shown 
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that the class B is not properly learnable, since the problem of whether a 
given set of examples is separable by a Boolean threshold function is an 
NP-complete integer programming problem (Kearns et al., 1987). 
Under plausible but strong cryptographic hypotheses Goldreich et al. 
(1986) have constructed classes ofpoly-random functions not learnable by 
any representation class. More recently this approach has been extended 
by Keams and Valiant (1988) to the class of feedforward neural nets, even 
when restricted to logarithmic depth, with each node connected to a 
constant number of others. These results are proved by construction of 
cryptographic functions. More natural classes, such as the class of feed- 
forward nets, which contain such cryptographically secure classes are 
then formally unlearnable. However, it is unclear whether these results 
are relevant to human learning. It is perhaps more reasonable to enlarge 
our definition of “learnable” classes of functions and say: a class is learn- 
able if we have a learning algorithm which works for almost every func- 
tion in the class; or perhaps we can choose an even weaker definition and 
say a class is learnable if given an additional parameter 0 ==I K < 1, if we 
pick at random a function from the class, we have a learning algorithm 
which works with probability 1 - K and in time polynomial in K-*. It is 
then an interesting, open question whether there are any “natural” 
classes of functions that are not learnable.3 
3. LEARNING A UNION OF HALF SPACES IN FIXED DIMENSION 
We describe next an algorithm for learning a union of h half spaces in 
St”. The algorithm works in time roughly -((!~n~/e)~~). An algorithm for 
this problem has previously been proposed by Blumer et al. (1987). This 
previous algorithm requires time of order (Iz/E)~~. Our algorithm makes 
use of the following: 
THEOREM 3. Anyfinite set of halfspaces whose union is all of ‘W has 
a subset of cardinality no greater than n + 1 which also spans W. 
Proof. The theorem is a well-known consequence of Helly’s theorem 
(see, e.g., Danzer et al., 1963). We sketch an inductive proof. 
The result is evident for % *. Assume for induction it is true for Sn. Take 
any set of half spaces in !JF+r which span !Rn+r and which would not span 
3 The Perceptron algorithm is an example of an algorithm which is not formally a polyno- 
mial time learning algorithm, but becomes a very fast (p-time) learning algorithm under 
restricted probabilistic definitions of this type (Baum, 1989). 
4 For definiteness, we work in this paper with closed half spaces. All our results are 
insensitive to this, however. Theorem 3 holds for both closed and open half spaces, and the 
proof is essentially unchanged. 
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%jjn+l if any of them were removed. See Fig. 1. Consider the restriction to 
the first hyperplane of the other half spaces in the set. They can easily be 
seen to span the hyperplane; thus by the inductive hypothesis they have a 
subset containing no more than n + 1 half spaces which spans the hyper- 
plane. But now the union of these half spaces contains at least one of the 
two half spaces bounded by the hyperplane. (Otherwise there would be a 
point on either side of the hyperplane not in the union. If these two points 
are connected by a line segment, the intersection of the line segment with 
the hyperplane is a point in the union and thus in one of the half spaces. 
But this is impossible by the convexity of the complementary half space.) 
This half space cannot be half space one, or contrary to assumption half 
space one would have been redundant for filling space. Therefore it is the 
complement of half space 1, and we have constructed a subset of n + 2 
half spaces with spans Yin+‘. Q.E.D. 
The algorithm for learning a union of h half spaces is as follows. First 
we call N- = Mo(eIu, 6/2, n + 1) negative examples, where a = log(e)/ 
log(1 - 1/2hn). Call a half space n-legal if it contains none of these 
negative examples. By Theorem 1, we have confidence 1 - 6/2 that no n- 
legal half space contains negative measure as high as E/U. Our hypothesis 
function will consist of the union of a n-legal half spaces, so we have 
confidence 1 - 6/2 that our representation contains less than E of negative 
measure. 
We will proceed by adding half spaces to our hypothesis. If after we 
have added k half spaces, there remains positive measure P outside our 
representation, we know that at least measure P/h lies in a single n-legal 
half space, L, since all the measure is in the union of the h target half 
spaces. Consider the set of half spaces comprised of 1 (i.e., the comple- 
ment of the half space L) and the set S of half spaces exterior to (and 
C 
A 
FIG. 1. Three half spaces which span LJ12 and have no proper subset spanning W*. The 
lines bound the half spaces and the arrows indicate the half spaces. Note that (half space A rl 
tine C) + (half space B II line C) = line C. Note also that (half space A U half space B) 3 the 
complement of half space C. 
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FIG. 2. The convex hull of the negative examples is shown as solid lines. One target 
half space Tis dashed. Note half spaces A and B bounding the convex hull span half space 7’. 
Negative examples are shown as - and positive examples as +. 
bounded by the faces of) the convex hull of the negative examples. This 
set of half spaces spans !Ri”. Thus it has a subset of cardinality n + 1 which 
spans !Ba, and one of the elements of this subset is z, since none of the 
other half spaces contains any negative measure. Thus L lies in the union 
of n half spaces in the set S, and one half space in S contains at least 
positive measure Plhn. See Fig. 2. 
We will form a representation of the union of a half spaces from the 
convex hull, each of which contains (with confidence at least 1 - 6/2a) a 
fraction 1/2hn of the remaining measure. Thus we will have confidence at 
least 1 - 6/2 that we miss at most (1 - 1/2hn)” positive measure. This is 
less than E (by the choice of a). To find such half spaces, we simply call an 
appropriately large number (calculated below) N+ of positive examples so 
that the number of examples in a particular half space is a good estimate 
of the measure in that half space. So, for example, it suffices to call N, 
examples and then append half spaces to our representation by a greedy 
approach-at each step we add the half space containing the most as yet 
unaccounted for positive examples. Note there are no more than NF = 
O(Np’*‘) faces on the convex hull (Klee, 1966), so that our search will 
take time of order NFN+. 
If at some point we have N positive examples not yet classified, one 
of the half spaces in S will contain a fraction llnh of them. Defining 
G&p, m, r) as the probability of at least r successes in m trials each of 
probability at most p, we have the following bound (Angluin and 
Valiant, 1979, Proposition 2.4): GE(p, m, (1 + /?)mp) 4 e-P2mf”3, for 
0 5 p 5 1. Thus the probability that any given half space in S contains 
Nlnh examples, but less remaining measure than 1/2nh, is less than 
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e-N’6nh, and the probability that any of the NF 5 N!!’ half spaces contains 
Nlnh examples but less than 1/2nh remaining measure is certainly less 
than N!2e-N’6nh, which is less than 2 provided N 2 6nh log(6/2a) + 3n2h 
log(N-). To ensure, with high confidence, that we have this many exam- 
ples remaining when we have accounted for all but a fraction E of the 
positive measure, it will suffice to call a total of 
N+ 2 E nh lo E g 
positive examples in total.s The time our algorithm takes is 
~NFN+) - (y log2 (i))“” $ log !$ log2 (i). (3) 
(2) 
4. THE CREDIT ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM 
The algorithm of the last section unfortunately takes time exponential 
in the dimension 12. In this section we propose a related, natural approach 
to producing a polynomial time algorithm. This approach sidesteps a ma- 
jor impediment, which we call the credit assignment problem (CAP). In 
the next section we show, however, why no such approach to avoiding 
the CAP can succeed. 
It is evident from the discussion of the last section that we can reduce 
the general problem of learning a union of h half spaces in a distribution- 
independent manner to the following restricted learning problem for a 
single half space, in the sense that if we had a polynomial time algorithm 
for this restricted problem, it would suffice to solve in polynomial time the 
general problem. 
The restricted problem is: given a restricted set of examples of a single 
half space drawn according to arbitrary distributions D+ , D- , to produce 
with reasonable probability an n-legal half space containing a reasonable 
fraction of the positive measure. More specifically, say we had an algo- 
rithm A, which, given any number N- of negative examples and a single 
positive example, would, in time polynomial in N- and n, output with 
probability, say l/r@, an n-legal half space which contained a fraction llnp 
of the positive measure, for some fixed numbers p and q. Then we could 
use this algorithm to learn a union of half spaces in polynomial time in a 
manner analogous to the algorithm of the last section. 
5 We could also argue using Theorem 3.2.1 of Blumer er al. (1987). This would lead to 
using fewer positive examples, but slightly more negative examples, and thus somewhat 
more time. 
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To do this, we call (from the oracle EXAMPLES for the union of half 
spaces problem) Mo(elb, 6/2, n + 1) negative examples, where b = log(&)/ 
log( 1 - 1/2hn~) is the number of half spaces we will eventually need in our 
representation. Next we call one positive example. If, after we have 
added k half spaces, there remains positive measure P > E outside our 
representation, then at least P/h lies in a single, n-legal half space. Thus 
each time we call a positive example and apply algorithm A, it has proba- 
bility at least dhnq of producing an n-legal half space containing at least a 
fraction l/h@ of the remaining positive measure.6 We call a polynomial 
number of positive examples and check that the half space A supplies 
does in fact contain at least measure 1/2hnp. If so, we append this new 
half space to our representation; if not, we call a new positive example 
and apply A again. We iterate this procedure until we have appended b 
half spaces to our hypothesis function, at which point it is easy to see that 
we have, with confidence 1 - 6, produced a set of b half spaces whose 
union contains at least 1 - E of the positive measure and less than E of the 
negative. 
More generally, it is easy to see that it would suffice for the above 
procedure if the algorithm A used j positive examples, rather than one, for 
any fixed integer j, and if A, rather than producing an n-legal half space, 
only produced, in time and with probability polynomial in n and E-I, a half 
space which contained at most E times as much negative measure as 
positive measure. 
We are now faced with the question, Can we find such an algorithm A? 
My original intuition was that one should be able to solve this problem. 
Note, for example, that if we call no examples at all, it is evident that any 
random half space we pick has probability t of having at least half of the 
positive measure. My intuition was that having access to examples pro- 
vides useful information, which should aid one to produce a useful half 
space. See Fig. 3. We have access to algorithms for linear programming 
which allow us to produce, in polynomial time, half spaces which separate 
our positive example from our negative example. Nonetheless, we will 
see in the next section, that we do not have enough information to solve 
this problem. To find with reasonably probability a useful half space re- 
quires not only at least Ct(nIeK) negative examples, but also O(nlpK) posi- 
tive examples, for any 0 < K < 1. 
In Appendix A, we apply the methods of Ehrenfeucht et al. (1987) to 
the general problem of learning a class of functions from one type of 
example (either positive or negative), to improve on the results of Natara- 
6 Note that we are using here the assumption that A works for an arbitrary distribution D+ , 
since at each step the distribution we are interested in calling from is the distribution of as 
yet unaccounted for positive measure. 
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FIG. 3. In two dimensions it is apparent that one positive example (+) and many nega- 
tive examples (-) are sufficient to draw a useful half space. In particular, the negative 
examples provide a useful constraint. This fails for large dimension n. 
jan (1987). What we give in the next section is a lower bound (in a certain 
restricted context) of form: both a certain number of negative and a cer- 
tain number of positive examples are necessary. 
5. A LIMITATION ON INCREMENTAL LEARNING 
Let (w, 0) denote the half space {x : w . x 2 0). Let 
x:, = {x : x E (1, -l}“, w . x 2 i3} (4) 
x,e = {x : x E (1, -l}“, w * x < 0). (5) 
Let Dze and Die be respectively the uniform measures on Xi, and XL,, 
Let D be the uniform measure on { 1, - 1)“. 
THEOREM 4. Choose p, q, r E 2 +, 0 < K < 1, 0 < E < 111637. Then 
there exists No such that for n > No the following holds. Choose w E (1, 
-1)” uniformly and randomly, i.e.,fiom D. Let 8 = d4(q + p)n log(n). 
Then no algorithm which sees fewer than np examples drawn from D$ 
andfewer than n’-” examplei drawn from D & can output with probability 
greater than n-4 a half space (wH, 0~) (wirh WH E (1, -l}“, OH E ‘3) such 
that 
(i) Prob,ED:e(wH . x I OH) > n-’ 
(ii) Prob,ED:,(wH * x 2 13~) > 8-l Prob,ED;e(wH . x 2 0,). 
(6) 
(7) 
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Comment. The statement of the theorem is crafted to rule out algo- 
rithms which could be iterated to solve the union of half space learning 
problem, without solving the credit assignment problem, as was dis- 
cussed in Section 4. Note however the restriction to using a union of half 
spaces, which further have weight vector wH E (1, -1)“. I believe that 
these restrictions are purely technical and hope in fact to find a simpler 
proof which avoids these restrictions. As it stands, however, this pro- 
vides a loophole that might, in principle, allow a solution of the learning 
problem. 
Discussion. The proof is lengthy and will be given in a series of lem- 
mas. For the reader’s guidance we first provide a brief outline. 
Let Y = { y y} be the set of positive examples the algorithm sees and X = 
{x”} the set of negative examples. We say a vector w’ is legal if w’ * y z 8, 
Vy E Y,and w’ . x < 8, vx E x. 
We remark that, given the information provided, i.e., X, Y, (3 and the 
knowledge that w was chosen uniformly from { 1, - I}“, Bayes’ theorem 
allows us to conclude only that any legal vector w’ is equally likely as a 
candidate to have been the w actually used. 
Next we show that, with very high probability, there are a large number 
of legal vectors. We define u as the vote vector of the positive examples, 
i.e., the vector whose ith component is 1 if more than half the positive 
examples have ith component 1 and - 1 otherwise. Ui is thus correlated 
with yp, and thus with high probability we find u . y z 0 for all y E Y. 
Furthermore u . x < 8, Vx E X, with high probability, simply because u is 
not positively correlated with x and 8 is large. Because we have chosen 0 
large compared to V%, our sample X of negative examples gives us almost 
no information in the sense that almost any vector w’ E {+ 1, - 1)” is likely 
to satisfy w’ * x < 8, Vx E X. Not only is u thus almost certainly legal, but 
so are almost all vectors found by changing the sign of a fraction y. of the 
components in u, so long as y0 < t - IZ -K’4. Thus we see that there are at 
least 
legal vectors w’. 
Now any candidate half space (wH, OH) will in fact satisfy conditions (i) 
and (ii) provided that wH is sufficiently close to w and OH is sufficiently 
small. Since there are NL equally likely possibilities for w, wH will not be 
very close to a large fraction of them. In particular, the probability is 
exponentially small in 12 that w can be obtained from wH by changing the 
sign of less than a fraction y = 4 - n--K’8 of its bits. 
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Thus we may demonstrate the theorem by showing that, if we choose 
wH by changing a fraction y = f - nmK’* of the bits in w, then (WH, I~H) 
cannot satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) for any choice of 0~. This is not 
surprising, since this wH is almost orthogonal to w. We show by a lengthy 
but explicit calculation in Lemmas 6 and 7 that the half space {x : wH * x 2 
&} has almost exactly equal fractional overlap with X+ and X-, unless OH 
is so large that the half space has exponentially small overlap with X+.7 
We now present a formal proof of the theorem. 
Proof. Given the information X, Y, 8 and the knowledge that w was 
chosen according to D, Bayes’ theorem tells us that the probability w = 
w’ is 
P(w’lX, Y) = P(X, YI w’)D(w’) 
z D(W)P(X, Y/W) * 
(8) 
&{I,-I}” 
Now D(W) = D(w’) for all W E (1, -l}“. Also, P(X, Y(W) is equal for 
any W E (1, - 1)” provided W is legal, since we have fixed 8, and for any 
fixed 8: I{x : x E (1, -l}“, w . x 2 e}l is independent of the choice of 
w E (1, - 1)“. (Of course P(X, Yl W) = 0 for any W which is not legal.) 
Therefore we conclude that any legal w’ is equally likely. Now we 
prove 
LEMMA 5. For sufficiently large n, the probability is less than In-q 
that the number of legal vectors is less than 
ivL =; jni2 “n,-.i4)- (9) 
Proof. Let M+ be the number of positive examples and assume, for 
definiteness, that M+ = 2m + 1 is odd. 
Let v be the vote vector defined by vi = 1 if I{ ye : yf = + l}\ > m and 
vi = - 1 otherwise. For 0 < y < 1, define a vector uy by choosing at ran- 
dom yn components of v and changing their sign. We will see that, with 
probability greater than 1 - n-q/2, the choice of X and Y will be such 
that the following holds. For y 5 yo = 4 - nPKi4, choosing such a ran- 
dom uy , we have probability greater than 4 that it is legal. This will imply 
the theorem. 
’ In this last step, we have assumed WH E { 1, - l}“. It is intuitively clear that our argu- 
ments show that one cannot find a real valued wH with large inner product with w, and that 
some analog of Lemmas 6 and 7 should hold for such real valued wH. Indeed it is reasonable 
to hope for a proof that is shorter than the proof we supply for Lemmas 6 and 7. It is, 
however, currently an open question whether this program can be carried out. 
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We begin by estimating the probability P(Ui = y r) for some v E 1, . . . , 
M+; i E 1, . . . , 12. (By this we mean fix i. and va, choose a set Y 
randomly, and ask for the probability that ui, = y 2.) Now the y Y are in fact 
positively correlated, since they were chosen randomly subject to the 
constraint w * y y 2 8. We may lower bo_und P(Ui = yr), and the probability 
that u is legal, by working with a set Y = {j;y} of examples chosen inde- 
pendently with equal probability of being + 1 or - 1. Thus 
R”i = YY) = P [(z yf 2 0 A yr = 1) V (; y’ I 0 A yr = -l)] (lo) ” ” 
I 1 1 z-+- 
2 2vz-l +o p ( 1 
(12) 
(13) 
since p(Z,+,, j;p = 0) = (2,“)/22m z l/V&& by Stirling’s approximation. 
Similarly 
P(Uyi = yy) = (1 - y)P(Ui = yy) + yP(Ui # yY) 2 ’ + 2 g. (14) 
Note that (u . y”) - n/26& and ((u * y”)* - (u . y “)*) 5 ~1. Now 
ni*-012 n 
P(u * yy 2 l9) = c 
0 k=Q k 
P(Ui = yp)“-kP(Uj f yi”)k (15) 
n/z-e/z n 
2 
= 0 k=O k 
P(Ui = yr)“-kP(Ui # j;y)k (16) 
for n sufficient1 large, and 6 G n/26. Recall that the case of interest 
is 8 - &, and m - nlmK. In this limit, for large II, P(u * yv 2 0) is 
exponentially close to 1, as we had claimed. 
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Now 
which again is exponentially small. Similarly 
P(3u : uy ’ y” < 0) 22 EL exp - i ( 
41 - w 
fi 
2G - ej*/4 (19) 
is exponentially small for m 5 nlPK, and 
y 5 y. = f - n-K/4. (20) 
Thus for large n the probability is exponentially close to 1 that, if y I 70, 
then uy . y” 2 8 for all V. Thus the probability is certainly less than in-9 
that the choice of the set Y will be such that, choosing a random u,, , there 
is probability greater than f that there is some v for which uy * y” < 8. 
We see also that with probability close to 1, uy . xw < 8, Vx” E X. 
Indeed for any vector u E { 1, - l}“, 
(21) 
This last inequality holds since PxE~ (w * x < 0) > 1 and P&U * x 2 0) 5 
exp(-d2/2n). In particular, Eq. (22) holds for u = uy. Now we have 
P ED-,YED+,&y . x+ < 8, VP = 1, . . . , nP) > 1 - l/16&~ (23 
if 2nP exp{-02/2n} < &n-q, which will certainly be true for 8 = 
d4(p + q)n log n. In Eq. (23) we average over the choice of X, u and the 
bits flipped to obtain u,, from u. (The choice of Y determines u.) But if we 
first perform the average over X and Y, Eq. (23) implies that the probabil- 
ity must be less than 1/4nq that the chance of choosing a uy such that uy . 
xp 2 8 for some p will be as high as f. 
We have proved that with probability certainly greater than 1 - &n-q, 
the choice of X and Y will be such that more than half the U, are legal for 
any y 5 70. This implies the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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Now say the learning algorithm proposes some (WH, &), wH E { 1, - l}“. 
The number of vectors that can be obtained from wH by changing the sign 
of fewer than yn bits is less than yn(;,J. This will be exponentially less 
than NL for any y I 1 - n -K’8 Since there are at least NL legal vectors, .
each equally likely to be w, the probability that the algorithm can generate 
a WH closer to w than this is exponentially small. We now show, by 
explicit computation, that any (wH, 19,) cannot satisfy both conditions (i) 
and (ii) if wH is this far from w. First we upper bound the fraction of 
positive measure in our hypothesis half space. 
LEMMA 6. For 6~ > (1 - 2y)13, bJ = a(m), 
fiob,ED;,(Wy . x 2 eH) = i-jzn’2-yn+bd2 
n/2-0/2 n 
= 0 i=l i 
Next we lower bound the fraction of negative measure in our candidate 
half space. 
LEMMA 7. For f3~(1 - 2-y) < 8, 
probxED-cw,Bj(wy . x > 0,) = i-jrn’2-yntoH’2 (26) 
(1 + 0 ()). (27) 
These two lemmas are proved by lengthy, explicit calculations. We 
present the proofs in Appendix B. 
Now we prove that Lemmas 6 and 7 imply we cannot satisfy conditions 
(i) and (ii). Note that we may assume the condition of Lemma 7: &(I - 
27) < 8, else Lemma 6 implies condition (i) is violated, since the positive 
measure contained falls off exponentially. Lemma 7 immediately implies 
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that 
OH>V%; (28) 
otherwise the fraction of negative measure will be greater than E and 
violate condition (ii). Thus we cannot satisfy condition (ii) unless 
ek ( -- 1 1 2 ft4 - y) 1 +f32 ( -- 1 1 2 Wl - y) 1 
+ oeH ( 
‘-‘+log(&. (29) 
4y(l - r) 
However, evaluating the left-hand side for y = t - ndK’*, we find that this 
can occur only for 8H > G&&) n K’8. However, for OH this large, exami- 
nation of the exponential in Eq. (25) shows that the positive measure 
ProbxED+tw,Bdwy * x > OH) falls off exponentially for large n. Thus we 
cannot simultaneously satisfy conditions (i) and (ii), and we conclude the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
6. DISCUSSION 
In Section 3, we gave a new, faster algorithm for learning a union of half 
spaces in fixed dimension. We then modified the algorithm in Section 4, to 
see that if a certain restricted learning problem for a single half space 
could be solved, then the CAP problem could be sidestepped, and one 
could solve the general learning problem for a union of half spaces. We 
argued that it was intuitively reasonable to hope that this problem could 
be solved. Nonetheless, in Section 5, we demonstrated that this problem 
could not in fact be solved. The proof of this theorem ruled out as well a 
natural approach to solving the CAP. 
In the context of learning, the dimension is the number of features that 
the learner sees. In the real world, there are a huge number of potential 
“features” so it seems plausible that humans are capable of learning in 
high dimension. Very few classes of functions are known to be learnable 
in time polynomial in the dimension. This is a new version of the “curse 
of dimensionality” (see, e.g., Duda and Hart, 1973).8 We believe that our 
proof sheds considerable light on the reasons for this curse.9 
* The curse of dimensionality is a term usually used to describe the need for exponential 
numbers of examples, in order to learn in high dimensions. In our context, since we assume 
the target function comes from a specific class of low (polynomial) VC dimension, we can 
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It is evident that an example which is positive by virtue of lying in half 
space A gives no information about the position of half space B. Our 
result implies that, in order to draw a useful half space, the learning 
algorithm must use roughly n positive examples which lie in a single, good 
half space. It seems likely that obtaining such a set will require exponen- 
tial time. In particular, the proof of Lemma 5 shows that almost any set of 
nl-‘( points on the n-hypercube will be separable from almost any np other 
points. Thus one cannot attempt to build a useful set by recursively add- 
ing new examples such that the set is linearly separable from the negative 
examples. If one does this, one will accept the first nlMK positive exam- 
ples. Half of these will be from half space A and half from half space B, 
and the set so generated will not lie in any half space C satisfying condi- 
tions (i) and (ii), that it contain reasonable positive measure and small 
negative measure. 
More generally, the classes of functions known to be learnable in poly- 
nomial time do not require any such assignment of credit. An interesting 
example is provided by the class of k-term DNF (Pitt and Valiant, 1986) 
which would appear to be analogous to unions of half spaces inasmuch as 
both concern unions of unconnected sets. k-term DNF are not properly 
learnable but are learnable using k-CNF as a representation using only 
positive examples. In the case of k-term DNF (in contrast, as we have 
seen, to the case of unions of half spaces) a trick allows one to avoid 
solving any credit assignment problem. It appears, however, that few if 
any interesting classes remain which one may solve without addressing 
related questions of assignment of credit. 
Previous results restricting learnability (excepting the cryptographic 
results discussed in Section 2) have all regarded learning using representa- 
tions of limited size. Our results allow representations of unlimited size. 
We have still restricted the nature of the representation, however. We 
believe that the restriction to unions of half spaces describable by binary 
weight vectors is purely technical and hope to remove it, for example, by 
generalization of the argument used in Appendix A. 
The most interesting open question, of course, is whether it will be 
possible to extend these results to a proof that the class of unions of half 
spaces is fundamentally not learnable in polynomial time. 
learn using polynomial numbers of examples. However, in nontrivial cases, we do not 
known how to learn without using exponential time. 
9 We believe that humans are unable to solve distribution-independent learning problems, 
but that more restricted learning problems may be soluble and adequate for real world 
purposes. 
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APPENDIX A: A GENERALLOWERBOUNDON THENUMBEROF 
EXAMPLESOF ONETYPEONLY,NEEDEDFORLEARNING 
In this appendix we present a lower bound on the number of positive 
(respectively negative) examples needed for learning a concept class C if 
only positive (respectively negative) examples are used. We apply meth- 
ods of Ehrenfeucht et al. (1987) to improve on a previous result of Natara- 
jan (1987). 
For C any concept class define 
Cr = { (j Ci : CiEC,S=l,. f. yrn 
i=I I 
Cu={lJ Ci:CiECyS=ly. * a ym]* 
(Al) 
(442) 
Here c = cl tl c2 means c(x) = + if and only if cl(x) = + and c2(x) = +. 
THEOREM 8. Assume 6 I Q, d+le L 32, where d+ = VCdim(C[) - 1. 
Then any (E, 6) learning algorithm A for C which uses only positive 
examples must use sample size 
(A3) 
Assume 6 s $, d-l& 2 32, where d- = VCdim(C”) - 1. Then any learning 
algorithm using only negative examples must use sample size 
mA(&, 6) 2 L 16&. 
EXAMPLE. If C is the space of half spaces, then Cr is the space of 
convex polyhedral sets, which has infinite VC dimension if n 2 2. Thus 
half spaces are not learnable using only positive examples. (Likewise, 
they are not learnable using only negative examples.) 
Proof sketch. We present the proof for learning from positive exam- 
ples. The proof for negative examples is identical (with the words positive 
and negative interchanged and CU and Cr interchanged). 
For definiteness, we will work within the protocol: examples are called 
according to some distribution P. lo They are then classified according to 
lo This protocol is equivalent to others generally considered in the literature (Haussler et 
al., 1988). 
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the target concept c. If they are positive, they are presented to the learn- 
ing algorithm A. If they are negative, they are rejected and a new example 
is called. Thus A sees positive examples drawn according to PI,. A must, 
in order to be an (E, 6) learning algorithm, produce, for any distribution P 
and any concept c E C, with probability 1 - 6, a hypothesis g such that 
I’robxdW f g(x)) < E. 
Let d = VCdim(C,) - 1. Let the set X0 = {x0, x1, . . . , xd} C X be 
shattered by Ci. Define the distribution P on X, 
P(x,> = 1 - YE (A3 
where y is a positive real number that will be specified shortly. 
Note that there exists a concept c+ E C which classifies all of the points 
in X0 as positive and also concepts c/, E C, p = 0, 1, . . . , d, which 
classify all of X0 as positive except x, . (Such concepts are contained in C, 
since Cr shatters X0. But evidently if ccL is the intersection of two concepts 
c, and cb , then c,+ is equal to one or the other and c, is in C as well.) We 
will argue simply that using too few examples, A cannot tell c+ from ci. 
Indeed, if A does not see point xi in its sample, then A must classify xi as 
a negative example at least a fraction 1 - 8 of the time. This follows as the 
conditional probability of observing a string of examples, sampling from 
P, for concept c+ , given that xi is not observed, is equal to the probability 
of observing that string of examples, sampling from i and concept ci . But 
for the latter case, whenever A classifies xi as positive, it errs on every 
negative example. We can then easily define an alternative distribution, 
P’, for which A has error greater than E. Say, e.g., 
P’(Xi) = 1 - K 647) 
p’(x”) = 1 -$,d ufi 
for K sufficiently small and concept Ci , In the latter case, A fails whenever 
it classifies Xi as positive; therefore this must occur less than a fraction 6 
of the time. 
Using this result, we will calculate the expected error A makes when 
confronted with distribution P and concept c+. We assume without loss of 
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generality that A classifies x0 correctly, so A’s error is less than YE. The 
expected error thus satisfies 
(E) B C Prob(don’t see xi) 
i 
x [l - Prob(A classijes xi as + Idon’t see xi)]P(Xi) (A9) 
2 (1 - 6) C Prob(don’t see xi)P(Xi). 
1, 
(AlO) 
Now for measure $, for sample size Ad/e, 
so 
(E) 2 (1 - 6)d y (1 - y)Ad’E. 6412) 
Let p = dlE and 
f= (1 - yp 
and write 
(All) 
6413) 
(E) 2 (1 - S)Y&f. (A14) 
Note that af lap > 0 so that we can lower bound f by working at p = 32 
(since we have assumed p 2 32). Now, if A has maximum error YE, and 
makes error greater than E with probability at most 6 then 
Y&S + E(1 - 6) 2 (E). (Al% 
The previous two equations imply 
sy + (1 - S) 
fs (1 - S)y * 6416) 
90 
or, plugging in S = i, 
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(A17) 
If we choose y = 8 and h = &, we find this equation is violated. Thus, we 
find probability at least 6 = Q of having error greater than E, provided 
dlc > 32, if we use fewer than hdlc = d/16& examples. Q.E.D. 
Note that, if d, is finite, if we call &(e, 6, d,) positive examples, we 
may classify examples x as positive if and only if there is no concept in C 
consistent with our set of positive examples which classifies x as negative. 
Theorem 1 implies that this rule has probability 1 - S of having error less 
than E, since it correctly identifies all negative examples and (with confi- 
dence 1 - S) makes at most a fraction E errors on positive examples. Thus 
the bound of Theorem 8 is tight to within a logarithmic factor. 
Note that, in the proof of Theorem 8, all we have used is the existence 
of concepts c+ and c, in C. Analogously, Lemma 5 shows that for almost 
every set A of n 1-K points on { 1, - l}“, and set B of np points on { 1, - l}“, 
there exists a separating hyperplane. We hope in future work to general- 
ize the arguments used in this appendix to prove a theorem analogous to 
Theorem 4 but with no restriction whatever on the class of representa- 
tions used to learn a half space. We hope it will be possible to show simply 
that n 1-K positive examples and nf’ negative examples do not provide 
enough information to learn a single half space (or even produce a reason- 
able candidate representation) independent of what class of representa- 
tions is used in the attempt. 
APPENDIX B: LEMMAS 6 AND 7 
In this appendix we present the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7, which were 
used in the proof of Theorem 4, in Section 5. 
LEMMA 6. For 13, > (1 - 2y)f3, 8 = CO%&@), 
i 
p,-ObxED+~w,e~(~y . x 2 6,) = i-jzn’2-yn+eH’2 
n/2-632 n 
= 0 i=I i 
031) 
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CB2) 
Proof. Note 
Prob,,,;B(w,. . x 2 eH) = 
Prob,,D(w, . x z OH and w . x 2 e) 
Prob,,, (w. x z e) U33) 
and 
034) 
since we can change up to (n - 8)/2 bits on w and obtain a vector x such 
that w . x 1 8. Now wy and w agree on n(1 - y) bits and disagree on ny 
bits. Let 
i = the number of bits on which x agrees with w and wy. 
j = the number of bits on which x agrees with w and disagrees with 
WY. 
Then x agrees with w on i + j bits and x agrees with wy on i + ny - j bits. 
Thus the condition that x E X&I is 
and the condition that w, * x 2 0H is 
eH i+ny--jZi+T. 
Thus we discover that 
036) 
= ( 
41 - Y) 
itjSn/2+8/2 i 
ProbzED(wy a x z OH and w . x 2 (-j) = iernR-ynted2 2” 
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and plugging Eqs. (B7) and (B4) into Eq. (B3) we find the equality, Eq. 
(Bl). 
Next we evaluate the combinatoric fraction. First note by a change of 
summation variable that 
41 - y) 
=c 41 
itjz0 
- Y) + f3 + 6H + i 
i-j20 2 4 
Now define 00 = (0 - OH)/4 and note 
/ nY \ 
41 - Y) 
i 
i-jsnl2-yntBff/Z 
W) 
@lOI 
where pD = 28&n = (0 - 8~)/2yn. Similarly 
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where pT = (0 + O&2(1 - r)n. Thus 
= i 
41 - y) ny 
i+jad2+8/2 i I( ) j 
i-j3d2-ynt0H/2 
Now, by elementary methods observe 
i ri i ,j = l 
i=o j=-i iq 2 (($ - (rs)3 
I 
[ 
1 I =- ____-___ 
1 - s 1 - r/s 1 1 - rs * 
With 
(B13) 
(Bl4) 
we discover that 
Returning to the denominator of Eq. (Bl), note in like manner 
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We may lower bound this sum by keeping only the first 0/2 terms and find 
(Bl9) 
Putting together Eqs. (Bl), (B13), (B17), (B19), we find 
ProbxED:,(wy - x > ed 
Now we lower bound the final combinatoric quotient using Stirling’s ap- 
proximation 
n! = (a!” v5G (1 + 0 (i)), 
which yields 
(B21) 
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X 
(1 + p)(n+eY2 
( 1 + p - PH ny’2+eD 2Y 1 ( 
nyn-eD’ 1 p - PH - 
2Y 1 
(B23) 
where we have defined p = 8/n, pH = t&/n, 13~ = (0 - 13*)/d, 6T = (0 + OH)/ 
4. Now to leading order in l/n, 
log x CJ, ? 
n-0 nS8 = 2 log(1 - p) + 2 log( 1 + p) 
6T 1 [ log 1 + e] - [v - &] log [ 1- e] 
log [I + y] - [y - e,] log [1 - v]. (B24) 
Expanding 
log(1 - X) = - (X + ; + $+. . . 1 0325) 
log(1 +X)‘X-;+$-. . . 0326) 
leads to 
n log (x 8) = e2 (; - 8y(11- J + f% (- gy(ll- $) 
+ eeH ( 
1 - 2y 
4y(l - y) 1 * 
Inserting this result into Eq. (B20) gives Eq. (B2). 
LEMMA 7. For 13~(1 - 2~) < 8, 
(~27) 
Q.E.D. 
41 - Y) 
i 
probxEDi,(Wy . x 2 eH) = i-jzn'2-y"teH'2 (BW 
(1329) 
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Proof. wy and w agree on n(1 - 7) bits and disagree on ny bits. Let 
i = the number of bits on which x agrees with w and wy. 
j = the number of bits on which x agrees with w and disagrees with 
WY* 
Then x agrees with w on i + j bits and x agrees with wy on i + ny - j 
bits. Thus the condition that x E XGO is 
6 
i+ j<z+z 
and the condition that w, . x 2 eH is 
OH i+ny-jZP+-. 
2 2 
0330) 
Now the Prob,,D,B (cp, . x 2 OH) is given by the number of x E X& for 
which wy * x 1 OH divided by the total number of x E Xi@. The numerator 
in the previous sentence is equal to the numerator on the right-hand side 
of the equality in Eq. (B28), since the sum over combinations clearly 
counts the number of ways of choosing such an x. The denominator in this 
sentence is likewise clearly the denominator in Eq. (B28), since this 
counts the number of x E XWO. This proves the equality. 
We will demonstrate the inequality by a lengthy but explicit calculation 
of the combinatoric ratio. By a change of summation variable, write 
= i 
41 - Y) n-Y 
i+j< n/2+8/2 i Ii 1 .i 
i-jZn/2-yn+B&2 
c 41 - Y) 
= /+k<e/2-(1-2y)eH/2 (n + &)(I - yy2 + I (n 
l-k?0 
nY 
t3&/2+k i 
(B32) 
(B33) 
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where as before we lower bound Y by keeping only some of the terms in 
the sum and find 
y> 2 
(h - OHI ;)(e - e,); - 1) . . . ((n - e,): - (-k - 1)) 
Orkk ((n + OH) g + l)((n + efA; + 2) . . . ((n + eH); - kj 
((n + e,,) Qp)((n + eH) v - 1) 
. . . 
i 
(n + f3H) 9 - (-I - 1)) 
X 
* (B34) 
i (n - eH) v + l)((n - eH) v + 2) 
. . . ( (n - e*) y - I) 
Note that, for A > k2, 
A(A - 1) . . . (A - k + 1) 2 Ak (1 - A-’ c i) 
i=l,k-I 
= Ak (1 - k’ki “) > Ak/2 0335) 
and 
(A + l)(A + 2) . . . (A + k) 
=Ak (1 + A-’ 2 i + A+ z, ij + . . .) < 2Ak. 
i=l,k Jfl 
(J336) 
using this, and defining pH = &in, we discover 
(1 - Pdk (1 + PHY 
G,4rkz,20 t1 + Pdk (1 - pH)‘* 
(B37) 
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Now 
Applying this formula to Eq. (B37), with 
and a = I”&??, yields 
Y>$-(6;j. 
- ura (B38) 
(B39) 
(B40) 
(B41) 
(~42) 
(B43) 
Thus, for f& > 2fi we discover Y > n V%/80H, and since the lower 
bound becomes larger for smaller OH, we know Y > n/16 for OH 5 2 fi. In 
summary 
Y>min(e,ij. (B44) 
We next calculate the remaining factor: 
(  (n +z,, ” y)i3L ::,,/2). 
n/z+e/2 n 
= 0 i=l i 
(B45) 
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The denominator is clearly less than 2”, and we apply Stirling’s formula to 
the numerator to get 
F' [(n + 0H)U - yY21 
[n(l - ,)]““-y’ 
(n+eHKl-Yq(n - (),)(I - y)/2]‘“-BH”l-YY2 
x [(n + &f)W21 
bvP c 
( 1 (n+@HKYW[(n - (3H)(y)/2](n-OH)(Y)i2 ” ’ (B46) 
where 
(B47) 
Dividing out a common factor of [n(l - -y)]“(‘-Y)[ny]“Y from numerator 
and denominator and canceling factors of 2” leads to 
FJC > 
1 
(1 + p*)(n+ed/2(1 - pH)h9d/2 * (B4g) 
Now we observe that 
n + OH 
-lo&F/C) < --~2-- log(l + Pe) + 
It - 6H 
- log(l - #off) 2 (B49) 
n + OH n - tlH =- -- 
2 
pH-!&+ 
2 . . . 2 . . . (B50) 
= #&H -fP2+pffOH-~p4+~+. . . 
= 2 (1 + 0 (i)) 0352) 
or 
F = Ce-&2n (B53) 
to leading order in n. Putting together Eq. (B53) with Eq. (B44) we obtain 
the desired result, Eq. (B2). Q.E.D. 
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